August 15, 2022
4502 Main Street
Vancouver, V5V 3R5

604-875-1881
support@bunkbedscanada.com

Solid Wood Bunk Bed w Angle Ladder - All In
One Design - Twin over Full - Espresso
JP-Kent-E

$2078
Plus tax and shipping

General info
Bunk bed with angle ladder is made of solid wood, available in four colors.
Option to add bedside tray, underbed drawers and trundle.
The perfect solution for keeping kids’ rooms fun, neat, and organized.
Made of Pine premium knot free solid wood, except for natural color which made of Birch solid
hardwood. You can not choose your wood type, the factory does it

Ladder
This bunk comes with one thick and sturdy angled ladder. Each rung is almost 3” wide with anti slip
grooves.

Assembly
2 adults are needed for assembly. Bed ships in multiple boxes and is heavy due to Solid Wood
construction. Plan for delivery and assembly of this item. Instructions and required hardware is
included. No need to assemble the headboards. You need to assemble the stairs, desk and connect
the headboards to the legs, the guard rails, mattress rails, and slats.

Safety
This solid wood bunk bed has a rating of 400 lb weight on the upper deck. In our factory we put 800
lb weight on this bunk and it holded nicely - though we recommend it to stay within the range of
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actual rating.
These beds are made from Solid Wood and no inferior soft woods. They meets or exceeds federal
safety standards for children’s furniture.

Slats
Slats are made of knotty solid pine wood. Each slat is 2.5” wide and 2.5” apart from each other for a
total of 14 slats for single size. End slats are 4.7” each. Slats make checking in at night easy.
Includes slat rolls.

Mattress
Standard size mattress fits this bunk bed just fine. We recommend using a six inches thick mattress.

Summary:
The design allows you to modify your furniture as your need evolves.
Made from kno- free premium solid wood.
Solid wood slats.
Non-toxic low VOC finish.

Delivery Time

Warranty

Color

Material

8-12 weeks

1 year

Espresso

Knot-free Solid Pine.
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